
NOTE:

 Some included parts

are not required for

installation. Please

refer to Table of

Contents.

 Min. table thickness

is 1".

 Max. cord thickness

is 14.65mm DIA.

[9/16"] for

WM39/LINK.

425.50mm

[16-3/4"]

1394.00mm

[54-7/8"]

MAX.

132.00mm X

90.75mm

[5-3/16" X

3-9/16"]
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WM40/Trough

Align and snap (2) WM40/Trough and (2)

WM40/End caps.

WM40/Clip

Snap (4) of the WM40/Clip to the top edge

of the trough.
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Hook the (2) WM40/Bracket under the pivot on

top of the clips.

Pivot

Use (8) screws to secure the part under the

work surface. (Note: Minimum set back from

rear edge of the work surface is 2-1/2".

Recommended minimum table thickness is 1".)

Rear of work surface

Screws

1" MIN.

Table

Thickness

Pull the WM40/Clip out and WM40/Trough down

to unhook the trough from the bracket. Place and

guide wires in the trough; close when finished.

A) B)

OPTIONAL

Use (2) screws to secure the cable in between

upper and lower clamp assembly. Snap the

assembly into the opening in the trough.

Screws

WM40/Upper clamp

WM40/Lower clamp

Clip

Trough
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Determine orientation and push the

WM39/40-CONNECT into one of the openings on

the WM40 troughs.

WM39/40-CONNECT

WM40

Snap WM39 male post into female opening of

WM39/40-CONNECT.

Post

WM39

Determine overall length for travel distance of

WM39 and snap pieces together to length.

Male posts insert into female opening on

underside.  Choose one of three settings

when snapping together.

Position 3

Position 2

Position 1

Post

Install WM39/Magnet to the WM39/Link posts.

Make sure the work surface is a magnetic

metal.

WM39/Magnet

Connect WM39/Connector to WM39/Base and

WM39/Link. Repeat for additional sides as needed

from WM39/Base.

Push in the wing of WM39/LINK and slide cable

in.
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